A Great Teaching Shift – The Educator’s Perspective
1. Beginning of Shift – The Pre-brief
▪

Goal is to create a psychologically safe environment for the learner!
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https://canadiem.org/tailoring-your-teaching-to-the-individual-learner/

2. On Shift
▪

Teaching Strategies
o Brief quiz - writing down a handful of questions to be completed by the learner
throughout the shift.
o Rosen’s list - On the spot questions. A certain degree of stress allows the learner
to become more engaged without being overwhelmed.
o Teach the educator - For example, ask a medical student to: “Teach me an
approach to chest x-rays.”
o Post-it Pearls – Recognize a teachable moment and tag it. For example, “Ensure
you order a beta on all females of childbearing age with syncope.”
o Review staff’s patient → management plan – This strategy is one to consider
with a more senior resident. The idea is to examine the learner’s critical thinking
and decision-making process and eliminates the information sharing component.
o Review learner’s patient → management plan discussion – see above!
o Direct observation
▪ Sampling observation – Watch parts of a procedure, discharge
instructions to a patient or listen in on a conversation with a consultant
▪ Discrete observation – Listening from the other side of the curtain to the
subtleties of patient interaction.
▪ Observation and scribe – Observe history and physical and scribe for
learner in the corner of the room.
o Mitigating Challenges w Observation
▪ Address the anxiety associated with observation and set your
expectations if you plan on incorporating this strategy.
▪ Consider: “I’m hearing what you’re telling me, but it can be helpful for
me to give you effective feedback when I’m able to observe you in
action.”
▪ Ideally, observations are conducted by educators the learner is familiar
and comfortable with.

3. Halfway Point
▪

Check in
o Have your established goals been accomplished? Were you able to complete
that EPA?
o Consider discussing an additional teaching strategy we’ve discussed depending
on the day and the flow in the department.
o Encourage a bio break! Though no one expects learners to work the entirety of a
shift without addressing their basic needs, the simple act of stating that fact
allows them to do so without fear of judgment.

4. End of Shift – The Debrief
▪

▪

▪

▪

Learner Self evaluation
o Residents generate the majority of learning goals from their own selfassessment. In addition, it provides insight into self-perceived competency, selfesteem and areas for improvement.
o Like the approach to tailored teaching, this information can be used to customize
your feedback.
Specific and actionable
o Help them develop a clear vision of target performance, how it differs from their
performance, and practical steps to improve subsequent behavior. Ideally
providing them with information that is specific and actionable.
Solicit Feedback
o Contributes to psychological safety and encourages the learner to take a
‘learning focus’ not a ‘performance focus’ so they can concentrate on improving
their skills and not trying to appear competent by covering up difficulties.
o By consistently seeking feedback on your performance as an educator, both
parties identify areas for growth and development.
Summarize
o Have the learner summarize the plan you’ve discussed to ensure you’re on the
same page and clarify any comments or suggestions you’ve made in the process.
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